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Crystal pools is one of australia’s most experienced swimming pool building companies with a reputation for 
excellence in swimming pool design, installation and renovation. and with just one look at the award winning pool 
featured, you can see why. not only is this pool the focal point of an amazing view, it stands out due to its modern glass 
edge, unique shape and sparkling, fully tiled interior. 

leaders in pool innovation, Crystal pools have used an alternative to the traditional wet-edge to make this pool stand 
out. The glass edge gives the same effect as a wet-edge, but without the noise, water, chemical and heat loss as well 
as eliminating the escalating issues with fencing compliance.

This pool was designed by the homeowners’ architect, and Crystal pools turned their vision into reality.  
The homeowners requested the pool to be integrated with the home and spectacular view. The use of glass throughout, 
in addition to the fully tiled interior, enables the whole project to seamlessly flow from the house to the pool  
and beyond.

The 12.5m x (2m x 5m) pool, which sits on a rock ledge, was pushed out as far as possible to the boundary without 
creating tricky building conditions. Crystal pools overcame all challenges by building the pool in this position, and not 
pushing it out further with a multitude of piers. 
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There is no limit to the styles of pools Crystal pools can design and construct. From olympic pools to swim centres, 
water features, equine pools and everything residential, they are sure to have the experience and expertise to turn 
your dreams into reality.

les denton started the company back in 1957, making Crystal pools the oldest concrete pool building company in 
australia. Today, they predominantly work in sydney and the Central Coast for residential pools and travel nationally 
for commercial pools. 

Their excellence has earned them over one hundred awards, the most recent for the pool featured. This pool won the 
Master Builders association of nsW’s excellence in Housing and pool award 2010 and Winner of Best Traditional or 
geometric Concrete pool $50,000 – $100,000.
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